
EUROPEAN RENAISSANCE

The Renaissance was a fervent period of European cultural, artistic, political and economic â€œrebirthâ€• following the
Middle Ages. Generally described as taking place from the 14th century to the 17th century, the Renaissance promoted
the rediscovery of classical philosophy.

The book focused on people's responses to the plague rather than God's wrath. While the schism was resolved
by the Council of Constance , the 15th century saw a resulting reform movement know as Conciliarism, which
sought to limit the pope's power. Merchants brought with them ideas from far corners of the globe, particularly
the Levant. An exhaustive study by Fritjof Capra shows that Leonardo was a much greater scientist than
previously thought, and not just an inventor. In the early Protestant areas of the country humanism became
closely linked to the turmoil of the Protestant Reformation, and the art and writing of the German Renaissance
frequently reflected this dispute. Children in city dwellings were more affected by the spread of disease than
the children of the wealthy. His son, Henry VIII , took this process still further when, as a result of his desire
to have a male heir, he founded the Anglican Church in England and broke away from the Catholic Church
this was also known as the reformation After Henry married Catherine of Aragon , she failed to produce a
male heir, and Henry desired to divorce her in order to marry a new lady, Anne Boleyn , who he hoped would
be able to produce a son. In France, the Valois dynasty came to the throne in  Silver mining in Tyrol increased
the flow of money. Composed as a series of dialogues set in a country house in the Mugello countryside
outside Florence during the plague of , Palmieri expounds on the qualities of the ideal citizen. The study of
mathematics was flourishing in the Islamic world, and mathematical knowledge was brought back from the
Middle East by crusaders in the 13th century. In Capra's detailed assessment of many surviving manuscripts
Leonardo's science is more in tune with holistic non-mechanistic and non-reductive approaches to science
which are becoming popular today. Fifteenth-century Italy was one of the most urbanised areas in Europe.
Thus, the most important function of the court was that it allowed the king to control the nobles and prevent
coup. Renaissance scholars employed the humanist method in study, and searched for realism and human
emotion in art. The Empire expanded its territory, acquiring Burgundy and attempting to unite Germany.
However, the gothic style and medieval scholastic philosophy remained exclusively until the turn of the 16th
century. Only priests and well-educated people read Latin then. Although the papacy eventually emerged
supreme in ecclesiastical matters by the Fifth Council of the Lateran , it was dogged by continued accusations
of corruption, most famously in the person of Pope Alexander VI, who was accused variously of simony,
nepotism and fathering four illegitimate children whilst Pope, whom he married off to gain more power.
Voyagers launched expeditions to travel the entire globe. By the time they went back home to Florence , they
knew more about Ancient Roman architecture and sculpture than anyone had known for about a thousand
years. Throughout Italy Florence, Genoa, Rome, Naples, and Milan in particular scholars revived their studies
of early Greek and Latin literature, derived from archived manuscripts. Architecture, painting, and sculpture,
deriving from Greek and Roman models, developed with an unparalleled vigor and prominence, and the artist
gained a role in society hitherto unknown, mainly due to the rival city states that employed them. Theologians,
notably Erasmus and Martin Luther, challenged the Aristotelian status quo, introducing radical new ideas of
justification and faith. Instead, it was divided into smaller city states and territories: the Kingdom of Naples
controlled the south, the Republic of Florence and the Papal States at the center, the Milanese and the Genoese
to the north and west respectively, and the Venetians to the east. Ancient Greek works on science, maths and
philosophy had been studied since the High Middle Ages in Western Europe and in the medieval Islamic
world normally in translation , but Greek literary, oratorical and historical works such as Homer, the Greek
dramatists, Demosthenes and Thucydides were not studied in either the Latin or medieval Islamic worlds; in
the Middle Ages these sorts of texts were only studied by Byzantine scholars. In science, Leonardo practised
meticulous observation and documentation. Spread In the 15th century, the Renaissance spread with great
speed from its birthplace in Florence, first to the rest of Italy, and soon to the rest of Europe. Second, it
stressed the unity and compatibility of the truth found in all philosophical and theological schools and
systems, a doctrine known as syncretism. Nearly all of them were half-buried in dirt. Regardless, there is
general agreement that the Renaissance saw significant changes in the way the universe was viewed and the
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methods with which philosophers sought to explain natural phenomena. Women were featured prominently in
the underclass, and many poor women found prostitution their only option. Humanism began and achieved
fruition first in Italy.


